
“The main difficulty of thinking
is confusion. We try to do too
much at once. Emotions,
information, logic, hope and
creativity all crowd in on us. 
It is like juggling with too many
balls.”

 
Dr. Edward de Bono
Inventor of Lateral Thinking and The
Six Thinking Hats tool.

Solution
Parallel thinking.
Separate conflicting styles
of thinking by thinking in
different directions at
different times.

Mapmaking. 
When we use thinking
well, we build a more
complete map of the
issue. 

The Six Thinking Hats tool
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Supports both individual and group
thinking.

A non-threatening way to critique
ideas.

Makes space for creativity and bold
thinking.

Forces us to be honest and realistic.

A language to ask for a specific kind
of thinking at any given moment.

Anyone can do all six.

Benefits of the Six Hats tool

Red hat:
Emotions and

intuitions
 

Yellow hat:
Positive

judgements
 

 White hat:
Objective

information
 

Black hat:
Negative

judgements
 

Green hat:
Creative
thinking

 

Blue hat:
Manages the

thinking
 



Concerned with objective facts and
figures.

What data do we have?

What do we verifiably know?

Who is objectively affected?

What have customers said?

What information is missing?

Which are facts and which are
interpretation or belief?

The White hat: neutral and objective

Invites expression of strong feelings,
intuitions and hunches.

I feel…

My gut reaction is…

My intuition, which I can’t explain, is…

I have a hunch that…

We do not validate or justify red hat
responses. 

The Red hat: the emotional view



Constructive and logical, probes for
value, explores benefits.

What are the positives in this situation?

What are the concrete benefits?

On what basis will this work?

What opportunities do we see to
improve this idea?

What enhancements can we make?

What value does this add? For who?
Under what conditions?

The Yellow hat: positive judgement

Cautious, critical and logical. Points to
the weaknesses, dangers and risks in
thinking. Valuable but avoid over-use.

What issues and flaws do we see here?

Why won’t this work?

What critical aspects are we
overlooking?

I see a danger…This is not in line with
our values or ethics.

What weaknesses do we need to
overcome to make this succeed?

The Black hat: negative judgement



Indicates exploration, thought experiments and
risk taking. Uses provocations to stretch thinking.

Let’s get some forward movement on this idea.
Think of three ways to improve it.

Suppose we ran an experiment? Or had a magic
wand? Where does this suggestion take us?

What would happen if we reversed this idea or
process? What do we see now?

Pick a random word. What associations do we
make to this topic?

Sets the focus: this is the issue to discuss.

Organizes the thinking: lets get some black hat
thinking on this.

Maintains thinking discipline: we're drifting from
green into black hat!

Summarizes outcomes: we appear to have two
possible routes forward.

Forwards the actions: let's regroup to consider
more of the benefits.

Worn by facilitator or Chair and anyone at any
point.

The Green hat: creative thinking

The Blue hat: manages the thinking



“The biggest enemy of thinking is complexity, for that leads to
confusion.
When thinking is clear and simple, it becomes more enjoyable
and effective.”

Dr. Edward de Bono

Order the hats to suit the conversation

Finding solutions: We have an issue, let’s brainstorm some
solutions to this problem.

Quick feedback request: How do you think that meeting went?

Strategic planning: What ideas are we going to pursue in this next
phase?
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Getting ahead of the problem: We're presenting the idea in 5
minutes. Lets do some black hat thinking on possible objections.

Watercooler pulse check: Put on your red hat for me. What's your
gut feel on this issue?

Performance review: Let's start with how you're feeling about
the last quarter?
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